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Introduction

More and more computational power is needed to solve
various problems. Supercomputers constantly advance in
processing speed, but expensive CPU time may be wasted
by inefficient Processor Allocator (PA). In order to
increase the efficiency of task allocation process - many
ideas, approaches, and methods in constructing task allocation algorithms are proposed in literature, including the
algorithms based on First Fit [1–4] and its modifications
based on Busy List [1, 2], or based on stack ideas socalled Stack Based Algorithm - family [1, 2, 5–8]. These
algorithms are dedicated to the allocation process within
2D rectangle meshes. We focus not only on rectangle but
also on the two other mesh processor structures
(architectures) - cylinder and torus. For such scenarios a
few algorithms are proposed in literature [3, 4, 9–11]. In
the paper the own allocation algorithms (being some
modifications of the known ideas) called Generalized
Recognition Complete First Fit (GRCFF) and Generalized
Stack-Based Allocation (GSBA) are proposed. The
properties of these algorithms have been checked on the
basis of the results of simulation experiments which were
carried out with the designed own experimentation system. The efficiency of the algorithms was tested for three
mesh structures consisting of the same number of the
processors (nodes in mesh). To measure the algorithms’
efficiency we introduced four indices of performance. The
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research was undertaken on task allocation algorithms
with static task queue (the whole set of tasks is known
before starting the allocation process). In such a case the
tasks may be sorted without worrying about the starvation
problem. Thus, the influence of sorting has been also
taken into consideration.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The considered allocation problem is formulated in Section 2. In Section 3 the proposed algorithms for solving the problem are
presented. Section 4 contains the description of the experimentation system and the results of investigations. The
conclusions appear in Section 5.
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Problem Formulation

Terminology. Node is a single processor and it is identified
by (x, y) coordinates. Rows and columns are counted
starting from the bottom-left corner - (0, 0) coordinate.
A mesh M(W, H) is a composition of nodes. The three
considered 2D structures of the mesh are defined in the
following way:
• a rectangular meshMðW, HÞ ¼ fðx, yÞ : x, y∈ℤ∧x∈½0, WÞ
∧y∈½0, HÞg;
• a cylinder mesh MðW, HÞ ¼ fðx, yÞ : x, y∈ℤ∧ x∈ðW,
WÞ∧y∈½0, HÞg; where x ¼ ðx þ WÞ mod W;
• a torus mesh MðW, HÞ ¼ fðx, yÞ : x, y∈ℤ∧x∈ðW, WÞ
∧y∈ðH, HÞg;
where
x ¼ ðx þ WÞ mod W∧y ¼
ðy þ HÞ mod H.
A subgridSM ð< i, j > , < w, h >Þ ¼ fðx, yÞ : x, y∈ℤ∧x∈
½i, i þ wÞ∧y∈½j, j þ hÞg; where i þ w∈ð0, W∧j þ h∈ð0, H
is a rectangular grid which completely belongs to M(W, H).
A node < i, j > indicates bottom-left corner and < w, h >
denotes width and height of the subgrid. A free subgrid is a
subgrid, where all the processors are currently free and an
allocated subgrid is a subgrid, where all the processors are
currently allocated by the tasks. A rectangular task J(w, h, t),
where w denotes width, h denotes height, t denotes time needed
to accomplish the task, can be allocated at the node-point (i, j),
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Fig. 1 Task allocation for
different structures

causing that a submesh SM( < i, j > , < w, h > ) is allocated.
The task occupies a set of busy nodes completely until it is
finished. Before allocation tasks are waiting in a queue. A
coverage cJ of a busy subgrid with respect to waiting in queue
task J is such a set of processors that allocation of J at any of
these nodes would cause the task J to be overlapped with
another already working task. The coverage set related to J is
denoted by CJ and it is a set of the coverages of all busy
subgrids. A base subgrid BJ for the task J is such a set of
processors that J can be allocated at any of its nodes (without
overlapping tasks already being executed). A candidate area C
AJ for the task J is such a set of nodes which is considered to
become the base subgrid. A reject area RJ for the task J is such a
set of nodes that use of any of them as a base subgrid causes
crossing the boundary of the mesh.
Example. Let us consider a queue of tasks J0(3, 3, 5),
J1(2, 5, 7), J2(2, 3, 5). For the rectangle mesh, there may
occur the situation shown in Fig. 1(a). Free nodes are located
at the edges of the grid, but J1(2, 5, 7) cannot be allocated.
For the cylinder structure, the possible allocation is shown in
Fig. 1(b) - the next J1 task can be allocated, but the third task
in a queue not. A possible allocation for torus structure is
shown in Fig. 1(c). The task J0(3, 3, 5) occupies the subgrid
SM( < 1, 1 > , < 3, 3 > ). The J1 task is allocated on the
subgrid SM( < 4, 0 > , < 2, 5 > ). During the allocation
the pointer for OY axis exceeds its maximum value of 4,
thus it is changed to the value within the range by
performing a modulo operation. The last task to allocate
J2(2, 3, 5)
can
be
placed
on
the
submesh
SM( < 1, 4 > , < 3, 2 > ).
Problem statement. The considered allocation problem
can be formulated as follows:

For given: (i) a set of tasks J0, J1, J2 . . ., JN with known sizes and
execution times (w0 k, h0 k, t0 k), k ¼ 0;1 . . . N; (ii) a number of (W  H)
nodes arranged in a way defined by the chosen structure M(W, H).
To find: an allocation of tasks within the mesh.
Such that: the considered indices of performance reach the best value.
Subject to the constraint: the tasks should not overlap each other.

The indices of performance. To evaluate the quality of
the algorithms the following indices of performance are
introduced:
Allocation time ta is the time needed to find a free subgrid
and allocate the given task J
ta ¼ ts  tq ;
where ts - the time of successful allocation, tq - the time of
taking the task J from the queue.
Processing time tp is the total time needed to execute all
the given tasks.
External fragmentation Fe is the ratio of the number of
free processors (Nf) to the total number of processors in the
system (Na):
Fe ¼

Nf
 100%:
Na

Latency L is the number of mesh time ticks between adding
the task to the queue (for the static queue t0 ¼ 0) and its
successful allocation (ts):
L ¼ ts  t0 ¼ ts :
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Algorithms

Generalized Recognition Complete First Fit (GRCFF).
The algorithm GRCFF is based on FF algorithm, but it is
recognition complete in that both node by node verification
and two job orientations are taken into consideration [1, 9].
The algorithm works in the following way: firstly CJ and RJ
for the new task J are prepared. Next, all the nodes are
sequentially searched in order to find the first one which
does not belong to CJ or RJ (thus it can be used for J
allocation). If this operation fails and J’s width is different
than its height, then J is rotated and algorithm attempts to
allocate it again. If allocation is unsuccessful again, the
algorithm waits (until one of the tasks being executed will
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Table 1 GRCFF algorithm
GRCFF
set nodes from reject area as busy
rotated ¼ false
do
for each task w from the working tasks vector wJ
calculate bottom-left coordinates for cJ (xc ¼ xw  hJ þ 1, yc
¼ yw  wJ þ 1)
calculate width and hight for cJ (wc ¼ wJ þ ww  1, hc ¼ hJ
þhw  1)
for xc  i < xc + wc
for yc  j < yc + hc
x ¼ ði þ WÞmodW
y ¼ ðj þ HÞmodH
set node (x, y) as busy
for 0  i < W
for 0  j < H
if node (i, j) is not busy
allocate task J in subgrid SM ð< i, j >< wJ , hJ >Þ
exit(success)
if rotated
exit(fail)
else
rotate task J
rotated ¼ true
while rotated

be completed and new free space on mesh occurs). The
modification refers to wrapping coverage areas and defining
RJ. The abbreviated description of GRCFF algorithm is
given in Table 1. In order to explain how the algorithm
works - let us consider the task J(w, h, t) and M(W, H) for
different architectures. In the case of rectangle, to allocate J,
there are the coordinates 0bibW  w and 0bjbH  h
considered (not belonging to RJ). The RJ example for task
J(1, 2, 5) (Fig. 2(a)) and rectangle mesh is shown in Fig. 2
(b). In the case of cylinder, tasks can be allocated at one of
the edges as well. The tasks are wrapped and placed on the
opposite edge, thus RJ is calculated only for OY axis (Fig. 2
(c)). In order to allocate J within cylinder mesh, nodes with
the coordinates 0bibW  1 and 0bjbH  h are considered.
For torus there are no borders and the first task can be placed
at any node. The special feature of torus is the lack of
RJ (Fig. 2(d)). To allocate J the nodes with coordinates 0bi
bW  1 and 0bjbH  1 are considered. Despite the fact
that in torus there is no RJ, additional cJ’s have to be considered, which are inessential in the rectangle mesh (Fig. 2(e)
and 2(f)). Not only the tasks are wrapped around the edges,
but CJ as well.
Generalized Stack-Based Allocation (GSBA). This
algorithm uses elementary areas subtraction operation. In
the first part of its performance, it follows SBA in action
(which is recognition complete [1]). Firstly, CJ for the current task J is calculated. Together with CAJ (at the beginning
it is the entire mesh without RJ) it is placed on the top of the
stack. The cJ’s are subtracted from CAJ’s and the results
(new CAJ’s with reduced CJ’s) are placed on the stack
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again. The algorithm works until the stack is empty or CAJ
without cJ’s to subtract is found. If the task J cannot be
allocated, then it is rotated and the algorithm attempts to
allocate it again. If allocation fails, algorithm waits. GSBA is
the alteration of Improved Stack Based Algorithm (ISBA)
[1]. The modifications refer to (i) CJ and initial CAJ determination, (ii) area subtraction operation and (iii) test for areas
overlapping. GSBA in action is shown in Table 2. The tasks
can be allocated on the borders as well, so they are wrapped
around two edges of the grid. It causes that CJ wraps together
with them. Wrapping CJ causes that some coordinates are
negative (see definition of SM), thus it is complicated to
determine how the two areas overlap. In the worst case
CAJ inside the mesh can be overlapped with cJ in four places
(see Fig. 3(a)). The problem was solved by changing the
coordinate system. The bottom-left corner of CAJ is moved
to the point (0,0) as in Fig. 3(b) and the coordinates are
recalculated properly for cJ too. The attention has to be
paid to the condition of wrapped task’s coordinates signs.
Since CAJ is anchored in the center of coordinate system it
is easy to subtract areas once overlapped (now it can be done
in the same way as for rectangle). If the xc coordinate of cJ is
negative and it fulfills the condition xc + W < wc (where wc
is the CAJ’s width), it is clear that for OX axis the areas
are overlapped twice. The same should be checked for the
OY axis.

4

Investigations

Experimentation system. The system consists of the following elements:
Controlled input: A - allocation algorithm {GRCFF,
GSBA}; S - queue sorting {unsorted, time descending,
time ascending, task size descending, task size ascending}.
Problem’s parameters: P1 - the number of tasks in the
queue; P2 - the range of values from which the task’s
dimensions will be chosen by random; P3 - the range of
execution time for each task in the queue; P4 - the size (W
 H) of structured mesh.
Outputs: ta-allocation time; tp-processing time; Fe-external fragmentation; L-latency.
Experimentation system was written in C++ and compiled by g++ 4.1.2 with -O3 optimization flag enabled.
Simulations were performed on Intel(R) Xeon(R) 2.67
GHz processor. This research was supported in part by PLGrid Infrastructure. For each simulation (single experiment)
the tasks are randomly generated due to given parameters
and inserted into the queue. The queue can be sorted in
ascending or descending order by such properties as task
execution time or task dimension. After all the tasks are
executed, the calculated statistics are returned.
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Fig. 2 Reject areas (b, c, d) for different architectures and torus coverage (e, f)

Table 2 GSBA algorithm
GSBA
rotated ¼ false
do
create initial candidate area CAJ
for each task w from the working tasks vector wJ
calculate bottom-left coordinates for cJ (xc ¼ xw  hJ þ 1, yc ¼
yw  wJ þ 1)
calculate width and hight for cJ (wc ¼ wJ þ ww  1, hc ¼ hJ þ hw
1)
add cJ to vector veccJ
push onto the stack pair ðCAJ , veccJ Þ
while stack is not empty
pop from the stack pair ðCAJ , veccJ Þ
for each cJ in veccJ
remove cJ from veccJ
if cJ overlaps CAJ
vecCA ¼ (area subtraction) CAJ  cJ
for each new CAJ in vecCA ¼
push onto the stack pair ðCAJ , veccJ Þ
if veccJ is empty
allocate task J in bottom-left node of CAJ
exit(success)
if rotated
exit(fail)
else
rotate task J
rotated ¼ true
while rotated

Experiment 1. Influence of used architecture on average
allocation time. Experiment design: W ¼ H ¼ X and
P1 ¼ X2 P2: 1  d0:4  Xe
P3: 1  1000½ticks P4: X2 for X ∈ { 100, 200, 300, 400,
500, 600, 700, 800}
Results: Figures 4(a), 4(b) show the dependency of average ta and grid size for each of the three investigated mesh
architectures, for GRCFF and GSBA algorithms. GRCFF
algorithm is O(W  H) what can be noticed in Fig. 4(a).
Cylinder and torus architectures are more complex than
rectangular one, but ta are not significantly greater (for the
same dimensions), e.g., for grid size of (800  800) ta for
cylinder and torus architecture is greater respectively by
17% and 27% than for rectangle structure. GSBA has almost
the same ta for all grid dimensions (Fig. 4(b)). When the
number of tasks and their sizes increase proportionally to
the growth of network size, ta for GSBA is constant.

Fig. 3 Changing the coordinate system for torus architecture

The complexity of mesh architecture has an impact on
ta, but for each structure the dependencies are very similar
to others. In line with expectations the average time needed
to allocate the task in the cylinder architecture is longer than
in the rectangular mesh and for torus allocation takes the
most time. Removing each of the borders makes the subtraction operation more complex, because more special cases
have to be taken into consideration. It can be observed
(see Fig. 4(b)) that ta in torus is nearly twice longer than in
rectangular mesh. For example, for the biggest grid sizes ta
for cylinder and torus is greater by 36% and 91% than for
rectangle architecture, respectively.
Experiment 2. Influence of tasks dimensions
on the processing time. Experiment design: P1 ¼ 10000
P2: ð1  10Þ, ð10  25Þ, ð15  30Þ, ð20  35Þ, ð25  40Þ,
ð30  45Þ P3: 1  1000½ticks P4: 100  100
Results: It can be observed (Fig. 4(c), 4(d)) that for almost
all investigated cases torus architecture achieves the shortest
tp. Moreover, for both GRCFF and GSBA it can be noticed
that the greater tasks surface area, the more profitable is
using more complex architectures - e.g., in the case
of GSBA (Fig. 4(d)) and task sizes in the ranges (10  25),
(20  35), (30  45) profit from the use of the torus instead
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Fig. 4 Average tasks allocation time for different structures and different grid’s side length (a, b) The dependency of processing time for tasks
with different sizes - grid size 100  100 (c, d)

of a rectangular architecture is: 3.7%, 11.1% and 17.3%,
respectively. For smaller tasks it is not so obvious and
sometimes other architectures return shorter tp than
torus, e.g., for tasks from the range 1  10 the algorithm
GRCFF achieved the shortest tp for cylinder and the
longest for rectangular structure - but when the algorithm
GSBA is used (Fig. 4(c)), statistics are inverted. However,
the differences are so small, that could be negligible
(0.01%-0.2%).
Experiment 3. Examination of mesh architecture and
sorting queue. Experiment design: P1: 10000 P2:
ð5  15Þ  ð5  15Þ, ð5  30Þ  ð5  30Þ, ð15  30Þ  ð15
30Þ P3: 1  1000½ticks P4: 50x50

Results: For each mesh architecture and for each value of
P2 parameter five different simulations have been
performed. Each of them used another sorting. The data set
is either completely unsorted or sorted by task execution
time and task surface area in ascending or descending
order. In case ’unsorted’ tasks are inserted into the queue
directly from the random task generator. The obtained
results are presented in Fig. 5. The characteristics of the
results for Fe and tp are very similar because of close relation
between these parameters - the greater average number of
unused nodes, the more time will take the execution of the
same tasks. Therefore only diagrams for Fe have been
presented (Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b)). Tasks with the smallest
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Fig. 5 External fragmentation (a, b) and latency (c, d)

surface area ð5  15Þ  ð5  15Þ are characterized by the
least Fe (Fig. 5(a)). It is quite obvious because smaller tasks
can fit better. As expected, torus shaped mesh usually
achieves the best results, because it occurs that tasks,
which would not be allocated in rectangular mesh, fit when
wrapped. Looking at figures 5(a) and 5(b) it can be easily
observed that sorting tasks can both improve and worsen
achieved results. Sorting tasks by execution time in ascending order gives less Fe than for the random queue. Moreover,
it can be noticed that for GRCFF algorithm it is better to sort
tasks by time in ascending order, while for GSBA sometimes
better results are obtained when sorting descending (Fig. 5
(a)). However, the greater tasks surface area, the more profitable it becomes for GSBA to sort ascending. For example,
in the case of grid size (50  50) and torus architecture, Fe

for sorting ascending in comparison to sorting descending
(see Fig. 5) is higher by 1.1% for task sizes (5  15), lower
by 0.1‰ for task sizes (5  30) and lower by 6.7‰ for task
sizes ( 15  30 ) - see Fig. 5(b). Sorting tasks by their
dimensions often makes the Fe greater and consequently
gives longer tp (Fig. 5(b)). In the case of sorting ascending
at the beginning of such simulation tasks fit very well, but
later there are only the tasks with the biggest surface area
and the gaps between them cannot be filled. In the case of
sorting descending large tasks at the beginning make Fe
greater. In some special cases sorting tasks queue by
dimensions helps, but if there is time available for sorting
tasks it is better to sort them by execution time.
Completely different conclusions can be drawn from the
observation of average L factor. The best results are
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achieved when tasks are sorted in ascending order, either by
time or by surface area. In the first case, the average L for
GSBA and tasks from (5  15) for torus in Fig. 5(c) is lower
by 34%, and in the second case it is lower by 31% (in
comparison to ’unsorted’ queue). It is quite obvious that
allocating the shortest tasks first and leaving the longest
tasks at the end shortens the average waiting time. The
same effect is gained when smaller tasks, which fit better,
are placed earlier. Average is counted for many tasks with
short latency and few tasks with greater value.
Sorting tasks by investigated parameters in descending
order is never a good choice, because it extends the task’s
waiting time for its execution. In such cases the L value is
greater by 30% for sorting by time and by 13% for sorting by
tasks dimensions (considering GSBA in Fig. 5(c) and comparing with unsorted queue).

5

Conclusions

On the basis of the experiments it may be concluded that
better performance was obtained for GSBA algorithm than
in case of GRCFF. Although the allocation time was longer,
better results were gained for processing time, external fragmentation and latency. As expected, in comparison to other
investigated mesh architectures, in most cases torus
structured mesh ensured achieving the best results.
Torus architecture achieves the best performance for the
tasks with greater surface area. Because of wrapping tasks on
the edges it occurs that there can be allocated task, which
would not fit in other structures. Although there is no reject
area in torus, more coverage areas have to be taken into
consideration (these wrapped on the edges). This is the reason
why the performance does not increase much. In the case of
smaller tasks the processing time for torus architecture is not
always shorter than for other structures, thus such network is
more profitable for tasks requiring more processing nodes.
The usage of sorting algorithms can significantly improve
the performance of the allocation algorithms. The values for
processing time and external fragmentation are the least
when tasks in the queue are sorted by time, in any order. In
case of latency the lowest values are obtained for sorting by
time or by task’s surface area, both in ascending order. The
average latency is very important because it indicates how
long average system’s user will have to wait for data. But the
processing time is also significant. The only operation which
improves all the indices of performance is sorting the task
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queue by time in ascending order. One of the advantages of
GSBA algorithm is quite constant allocation time for different grid sizes. GRCFF algorithm can be considered only for
small grids, because allocation time increases radically.
In the nearer future, the authors plan to expand the experimentation system following ideas proposed in [6] and to
implement other allocation algorithms presented in [2].
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